FRANÇOIS MAZELLIER APPOINTED COUNTRY HEAD FOR SBM LIFE SCIENCE
FRANCE
In the continuity of its development and in order to support
its ambitions on the French market, SBM Life Science
entrusts the responsibility for its France subsidiary to
François Mazellier as of September 7, 2020.
A graduate of the Nancy Business School (ICN), François has
built up a wealth of experience in the world of consumer goods,
after having successfully occupied various sales, marketing and
general management positions.
Between 1995 and 2014, François worked for Reckitt Benckiser
(RB), a multinational company in the cleaning, cosmetics and
pharmaceuticals sector. He has held various marketing and
commercial functions there, with a strong component of
negotiation with retailers, before taking over the successive
management of two European subsidiaries (Baltic States and
Romania).
He then joined the Global Sales structure of RB in Great Britain to manage a product category within
Category Management activities, before joining the French organisation as Global Customer Director for
Carrefour and Auchan.
In 2015, François joined UPSA, a company specializing in over-the-counter medicines (OTC) to take up the
position of Country Lead Europe in Eastern & Russia.
“François’s personality, his commercial and management experiences and his excellent knowledge of
the world of consumer goods will allow him to bring a fresh and wise view to our market, and will help
SBM to grow in the French market” announces Matthieu Schmidt, European Region Director. “His
international experience will also allow him to contribute to the European team, and to make SBM a key
player in this region.”
“I am delighted to join the SBM group, an ambitious company that plays its role as market leader
through sound acquisitions and a significant innovation pipeline. Joining the garden market, after the
crisis we have just experienced and which has seen a renewed interest in gardening, makes the
challenge even more beautiful!” indicates François Mazellier.
François Mazellier succeeds Lionel Debauge, who has decided to embark on other professional projects.
SBM would like to warmly thank Lionel for his 3 years at his service, as Commercial Director then
Director of the French subsidiary. He worked notably to support the transformation of the French
market, but also to strengthen our portfolio of brands, develop our positions on the garden market,
ensuring the satisfaction of our customers every day.
We wish him every success for the future.

